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εr(x, y) = εra + (εrb − εra)H(w(x, y)) (1)
????εra?εrb ?????????????????
H(ξ)? ξ ?????? 0? 1??????????
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(0 ≤ ξ < t)
1 (ξ ≥ t)
(2)
??? t? H(ξ)????????????????
?????|w(x, y)| < t?????????????
??????????????? t?
t = t0 exp (−αn/N) (3)
????????????????????????
?????????????????? t → 0???
??????????????? [10]?????N ?
???????n????????????????






























+ k20qΦ = 0 (5)
??? k0 ???????????Φ?px?py?q ?
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, q = sxsyεr
TM??????










, q = sxsy
???????????sx?sy ??????????
????????????????????? (PML?
Perfectly Matched Layer) ???????????
??PML???? sx = sy = 1??? [15]?
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[P ] {Φ} = {u} (7)
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??? (AVM?Adjoint Variable Method) [5]?[12]
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??? 1 ? port 1 ???????????? (7)
????????? {Φ}??????port n???
??????????? Sn1 ?





[M ] {Φ∗n} (13)








































= −{gn}T [P ]−1 ∂ [P ]
∂ci
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[P ]T {λn} = {gn} (18)





















































? 1 ??? 1?? 2??????????????
??????????? λ = 1.55 μm? TE????
?? port 2 ??TM ?????? port 3 ????
????????????????????????
n1 = 3.4?n2 = 1.45?????????w = 0.2 μm?













(∣∣∣STE31 ∣∣∣4 + ∣∣∣STM21 ∣∣∣4
)
(22)
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???????? K = 20 ?????????|∇C|
?????????????????Copt ?????
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Fig. 2 Topology optimization results using Fourier
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Fig. 3 Topology optimization results using Fourier
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Fig. 4 Topology optimization results using Fourier
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Fig. 5 Topology optimization results using sampling
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Fig. 6 Topology optimization results using sampling
function considering wavelength insensitivity.
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Fig. 8 Dependence of gray setting on optimization
results.
? 1 ????????????????
Table 1 Property degradation by eliminating gray
region.
t ??? ??? [dB] XT [dB] ??? [dB]
? −0.171 −19.93 −35.53
0.1
? −6.101 −20.96 −8.015
? −0.171 −19.93 −35.53
0.05
? −1.787 −20.32 −7.620
? −0.254 −18.19 −28.90
0.01
? −0.232 −18.10 −28.30
? −0.143 −27.07 −26.05
??
? −0.143 −27.07 −26.05
XT???????
??????????????????????? 5
??????????????????? t = 0.1,
0.05, 0.01???????????? 8 ??????
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